**Sweets Flavors**

46 Banana Crème
Your taste buds will go bananas over our ripe Banana slices layered in a Cream filling—like the pie without the crust!

47 Banana Nut Bread
This e-liquid is packed with so much flavor, you may not go back to eating actual Banana Nut Bread. It really does not get any better than this one!

48 Black Ice Buzz
If you like real Black Licorice flavor, this one will blow you away. Very flavorful and realistic Black Licorice taste with a hint of menthol.

49 Blue Raz Cotton Candy
Just like the Cotton Candy from the fair - sweet and delicious.

50 Fire & Ice
Wake up your senses with this cool salute to a zesty candied cinnamon and menthol favorite that really packs a punch!

51 Gummy Bear
This tastes just like Gummy Bears right out of the candy store! Our Gummi Bear e-juice has the familiar juicy flavor with just a hint of sour.

52 Lemon Coconut Cookie
Tastes just like what your mamma used to make. Sweet Vanilla, yummy Coconut and a hit of tangy Citrus. Sure to please any dessert lover!

53 Mom’s Apple Pie
Your friends will want to know where the hot-out-of-the-oven apple pie is when they smell the vapor from this Apple Pie e-liquid.

54 Peanut Butter Crumble
Craving Peanut Butter Cookies? PB lovers, we’re calling your name. Nuttin’ better!

55 Snowman’s Kiss
It’s like stepping into a winter wonderland! With our sweet Peppermint and Menthol. You can almost feel the snowflakes on your skin.

56 Spearmint
Our crisp, clean, refreshing e-juice flavor takes you on a vacation to the snowy slopes. It is a cool, refreshing escape of Spearmint.

57 Vanilla Bean
A tasty flavor for those who love the simple, rich flavor of Vanilla.

**HiGH VG FLAVORS**

58 Banana Nut Bread
Heavenly flavor straight from Grandma’s kitchen

59 Blondie
Strawberries drenched in Custard sweetness will make you swoon!

60 Blueberry Muffin
A freshly baked Muffin bursting with Blueberries

61 Blue Crisp
Combo of luscious crisp Apple followed by juicy Blueberries

62 Blue Marina
Trio of Blueberry, Pineapple and Lime

63 Bluizzly
Blue Raspberry Bubblegum that won’t burst your bubble

64 Coconut Cream Pie
This rich and smooth classic takes the blue ribbon

65 Gummy Bear
You’ll feel like a kid in a candy store with this fruity favorite

66 Midnight Hour
The High VG version of our very popular “Happy Hour”

67 OMB (Oh My Berries)
Milky, sweet, fruity, cereal favorite

68 Pink Peach
Peach, Raspberry, Pineapple and Lime indulgences

69 Vanilla Clouds
Airy & light Marshmallow pillows with sweet Vanilla

**Tobacco Flavors**

1 Arctic Ice
CHILL OUT! It doesn’t get any cooler than our cool, minty, Mentholated Tobacco blend. Enjoy a blast of refreshing Mint every time with Arctic Ice.

2 Chocolate Hazelnut
Rich Chocolate oozing down mounds of Hazelnuts with a touch of Bavarian Cream. Mmmmm. Chocolate without the calories and guilt.

3 Flue Cured
This is a great vape for anyone looking for a subtle Tobacco flavor. Flue curing produces tobacco with a mellow, lightly sweet taste.

4 Honey Cured
A smooth Tobacco taste with a hint of delicious Honey. The honey taste is realistic without being overpowering.

5 Menthol Chill
Fresh bold Menthol flavor with a touch of sweetness—NO tobacco undertones.

6 Peach Pit
A perfect Peach flavor with a slight undertone of Tobacco. A very nice subtle flavor that you can enjoy all day.

7 RYB
Smooth Maple tobacco flavored e-liquid perfect for our ex-cigar smokers. For a sweeter e-liquid, check out Swagger.

8 Swagger
Richest, thickest Tobacco flavor featuring a 12-ingredient blend including Maple, Caramel, Vanilla, a variety of Nuts - reminiscent of signature cigarette tobaccos. Try our time-proven robust Western Blend.

9 Western Blend
Sometimes you just want a traditional Tobacco taste reminiscent of signature cigarette tobaccos. Try our time-proven robust Western Blend.

10 Western Menthol
Full-bodied Tobacco and revitalizing Menthol compete for your attention in this popular e-juice—a satisfying answer for menthol lovers.
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**Fruit Flavors**

11 **Black Mamba**
A fierce blend of multiple flavors headlined by Blackberry, Cranberry and Citrus.

12 **Blue Lemon**
I'm sure you have heard of pink lemonade, but blue lemonade? Yes, our 5-star recipe for Blue Lemonade is a fun Blue Raspberry twist to classic lemonade.

13 **Blue Marina**
This Blueberry, Pineapple, Lime blend is a full-bodied boatload of flavor.

14 **Broberry**
Garden fresh, tangy and sweet, 4-berry blend with vine ripened honeydew melon.

15 **Grape Escape**
Escape to your happy place with our luscious mix of Grape-based flavors.

16 **Just Beachy**
This dreamy combination of Banana and Peach is wonderful for summertime or for just dreaming about the shore.

17 **Melon Madness**
Pomegranate: Let’s run away together! Melon: I’m sorry, but I Cantaloupe!

18 **Peach Beach**
A taste somewhere between a juicy, fresh, sun-ripened peach and peach candy.

19 **Pink Peach**
This e-liquid is a cousin to our Pink Spot flavor. Sweet, fresh & tangy with an added surprise – Peach! Peach adds an extra sweetness for a smoother hit!

20 **Raspberry**
Full-bodied Raspberry with enough sweetness to taste like a real berry.

21 **Rip Tide**
A frosty blend of fruit flavors including Blue Raspberry and Strawberry.

22 **Strawberry**
It's always sweet and juicy Strawberry picking season here at Vape Escapes.

23 **Strawberry Mango**
Sweet strawberries marry tropical mango for a perfect flavor marriage.

24 **Surf Rider**
The Hawaiians refer to this e-liquid as “dew from the heavens.” A refreshing Coconut Water with a splash of Blue Raspberry and cool Menthol.

25 **Ultra Violet**
This outstanding Blueberry Pomegranate flavor has perfect balance! Sweet but tangy and smooth with a bite.

26 **Watermelon Wave**
A wave of Watermelon & fusion of mouthwatering flavors will crash on your taste buds.

27 **Wild Blueberry**
Tastes like fresh Blueberries picked at their peak of ripeness straight from Maine.

28 **Xanadew**
Bright, bold and refreshing, this ripe juicy Honeydew flavor is delectable!

---

**Beverage Flavors**

29 **Appletini**
Sour green apple steals the show in this icy-cold martini. It’s very refreshing with a nice hint of sour in this customer favorite.

30 **Café Mocha**
If you’re a Coffee lover you're in luck! Creamy, sweet chocolate with bold coffee flavor will give you an instant flash back to a fresh cup of mocha.

31 **Cantaloupe Crush**
A perfect blend of Cantaloupe and Strawberry with a hint of cool menthol. A very tasty light flavor that you can vape all day.

32 **Cherry Limeade**
Tastes just like the ones we buy from a local restaurant. This cool and refreshing flavor will tickle your taste buds with its Cherry and sweet Lime flavor.

33 **Citrus Blast**
With our secret blend of Citrus fruits, this perennial favorite is always in season.

34 **Frozen Lime Drop**
This flavor is a combination of the sweet and sour taste of a Lime Drop with the perfect amount of cool menthol.

35 **Happy Hour**
The smoothest most delicious fresh Lime Martini ever – Cheers!

36 **Island Escape**
Pina Colada anyone? Send your taste buds to paradise! Allow yourself to escape into tropical happiness with this blend of island fruits.

37 **Jungle Juice**
A great punch flavor for those who want a little taste of the wild. Folks say they love the Pineapple, Lime and Island Punch flavor of this tropical e-juice.

38 **Peach Green Tea**
The sweet taste of ripe Yellow Peaches with Green Tea for a smooth, subtle, and perfectly blended flavor that is good for the body, mind & soul!

39 **Pink Spot**
A tempting fusion of flavors sure to hit the spot. Flavor combo includes hints of Raspberry, Pineapple and Lime.

40 **Pomegranate Green Tea**
This flavor is a perfect mix! Sweet, light Pomegranate with smooth Green Tea makes for a great all-day vape.

41 **Raspberry Lemonade**
A classic, tangy, fruit bursting, great time having, year-round favorite.

42 **Raspberry Mojito**
Summertime is here and our Raspberry Mojito e-juice is made from one of our favorite berries—the sun-ripened Raspberry with refreshing Spearmint.

43 **Strawberranigans**
There is something about a creamy Strawberry and Banana smoothie that makes this flavor irresistible!

44 **Wake-Up Call**
This sweet, rich e-juice is a warm combo of mocha, dark chocolate, and hazelnut with ribbons of buttery caramel... very popular with coffee-lovers.

45 **Watermelon Mojito**
Juicy Watermelon & cool Spearmint. One way to describe this flavor - Refreshing!